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About Daemon Dice

Daemon Dice, according to SFR, Inc. is about combat between daemonic glad-
iators. Each player will assemble their daemon by using dice and engage in
combat with the others.

About SFR, Inc.

SFR, Inc. is a small but growing game company that focuses on unique, unusual,
and innovative games not generally produced by larger, mass-market companies.

Founded in 1999 by a group of committed gamers with extensive experience
in business and the gaming industry, the company is dedicated to both making
games better and making better games.

The cornerstone of SFR’s product line is Dragon Dice™, a highly-successful
game that premiered in 1995 and still enjoys a strong, loyal following. SFR has
kept the existing product line alive while also expanding the game with new
concepts and releases.

The Treefolk™ species completed the standard two color species, while the
Acolytes of the Eldarim™ expanded the single color species concept. Releases
such as the Hybrid Dragons and the Battlefields™ Expansion changed the entire
game with the inclusion of only a few dice.

About the Author

William Moore is a weird man from the middle of the United States of America
that enjoys his family, his fish, technology, and gaming. Somewhere in there, he
also fits in writing about things.
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License

This work is licensed under the Creative Commons BY-NC-SA 4.0 License. To
view a copy of the license, visit https://rezrov.xyz/caranmegil/daemondice/.

A copy of the source is also found at:
https://rezrov.xyz/caranmegil/daemondice

Made with LATEX
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Forward

There is this great little game originally from Lester Smith and produced by
SFR, Inc. (https://sfr-inc.com) with beautiful dice called ”Daemon Dice”,
which was originally Chaos Progenitus. I appreciate the dice and the concept
so much that it seemed fitting for there to be supplemental rules. Contained
herein are the fruits of my own labor.

Arena is conceptually just two or more daemon minions battling it out by
pummelling each other with attacks. It’s very simple and brutal. Conversely,
Invasion is about the daemon minions being let loose onto the world of mortals
and told to run amok. It’s very similar in idea to Rampage (remember that?).

I truly hope you enjoy them and buy some dice from SFR, Inc. because it’s
difficult to play Daemon Dice with out, well, Daemon Dice.
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Arena

The Story

The daemon lords and ladies are bored. To this end, an arena was constructed,
modeled after ones that humans have put up before, and have sent their daemon
minions inside to fight to the death. Will your daemon triumph over the others?
Arena is a scenario for standard Daemon Dice of individual combat between
daemon gladiators of every shape and daemonish breed. Each player assembles
a daemon using dice representing various body parts and of the same plastic
and ink color. These daemon are then pitted against each other in battle, all
the while consuming mortals that unwillingly wander into the fray.

Setup

Players construct their daemon minions from dice of the same color combina-
tions. They may use a daemon of any size as long as it is at least 13 and every
player uses the same amount. Finally, determine turn order by rolling initiative.
This is done by rolling all the dice for your daemon minion and counting the
number of plus and minus dice. If there are any ties, reroll. The new initiative
roll applies to the overall turn order and might result in more tie rerolls.

Dice Pool

The dice consists of all dice that make up the daemon minion. These consist of
non-grappled, non-stunned, and non-wounded dice.

Turn Order of Steps

The summary of each turn is as follows:
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1. Acting player rolls their dice pool

2. Acting player may attack one player.

3. Spend remaining plus to remove any stun effect.

4. End the round.

Combat

The summary of combat order is as follows:

1. Defending player rolls their dice pool

2. Attacking player chooses dice for attack.

3. Defending player chooses dice for defense.

4. Defending player counter attacks as per Combat Step 2.

5. Attacking or defending player may disengage or start again at Combat
Step 2.

To attack, the player selects one available attack die and up to 1 supplemental
or plus die from their dice pool. The defender will select one defense die and
up to 1 relevant supplemental or as many minus die as possible from their dice
pool to cover the damage. If there is any remaining damage, the defender, or,
in the case of targeted attacks, the attacker, selects enough dice from the dice
pool or stunned pool to cover the damage. If selected from the dice pool, these
dice are stunned. If selected from the stunned pool, these dice are wounded.

Attack Types

There are two special attack types: ray and sweep. Ray attacks may only be
defended by dodge dice. Sweep may only be defended by deflect dice.

Stun and Wound

If a die is stunned, set it aside. If it is stunned again or wounded by an attack,
it is removed from play. To remove the stun effect, spend 1 plus or successfully
do damage with a mouth die.

Grappling

If a die is applied that has grappling rules, neither the target die or the die
containing the grappling effect face may be rolled until grappling die is rerolled.
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Leaving the Game

A player leaves the arena the moment there are not any of their dice on the
table in play or they surrender. Once this happens, the player must set aside
their dice and patiently wait until another player wins.

Victory

The game ends when there are no other daemonic minions remaining.

The Symbols

Just like standard Daemon Dice, there are seven symbols and body part sym-
bols. They use the same icons but are modified to fit into this scenario. The
scenario assumes basic familiarity of the icons associated with the symbols and
are therefore not included.

The Seven Symbols

There are seven symbols that effectively tell your daemon minion what to do
during their turn.

• Block (defense) is used to defend against an attack other than ray or
sweep by reducing the attack damage by one.

• Deflect (defense) is used to defend any type of attack by reducing the
attack damage by one.

• Dodge (defense) is used to defend against an attack that is ray or sweep
by reducing the attack damage by one.

• Minus counts as one point of initiative at the beginning of the game.
Afterwards, it is used to subtract one from a given attack die.

• Plus counts as one point of initiative at the beginning of the game. Af-
terwards, it is used to add one to a given attack die or to remove a stun
effect.

• Stun (attack) is used to make an attack that does one stun damage. If a
die in play is already stunned, it is now wounded and removed from play.

• Wound (attack) is used to make an attack that does one wound damage.
If wounded, the die is removed from play.

Body Part Symbols

These symbols represent the body parts of your daemon minion.

• Arm (attack) can be used to deflect an attack or do one point of stun
damage.
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• Brain (supplemental) makes the attack targets, which means all damage
is the attackers choice once damage is resolved.

• Eye (attack) deals two points of ray damage to the opponent.

• Leg (attack) is an attack that does two stun damage.

• Lungs (attack) exhale a gas that reduces the defense by one point.

• Mouth (attack) is an attack that does one point of stun damage. If
successful, remove the stun effect from one die.

• Pincer (attack) is an attack that does one wound damage

• Shell (defense) is a die used to deflect one point of damage from an attack.

• Spike (supplemental, attack) adds one point of wound to any body part
attack other than lungs or brain.

• Stinger (supplemental, attack) adds one stun damage to a body part
attack. If the attack is not successfully defended, the defender suffers an
additional wound damage.

• Tail (attack) does two points of sweep damage.

• Tentacle (attack) grabs one die. See the ”Grappling” section.

• Wings (defense) provides 2 points of either dodge or deflect, depending
on what is necessary.

Optional: Kinds of Daemon Minions

In the chapter on Kinds of Daemon Minions, there are optional rules that may
be used in the Arena scenario.

Optional: Scoring Rules

Optionally, a player may score points during the Heal phase by spending pluses
to increase their score. Conversely, they may spend minuses to decrease a
player’s score to no less than zero. Once a player reaches twice the starting
number of dice per daemon minion, they win.
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Invasion

The Story

Inside the Halls of Hell, the daemon lords and ladies have put aside their dif-
ferences for the moment and are sending their minions into the land of mortals
to wreak havoc. However, old rivalries have prevented them from acting in soli-
darity. Therefore, the minions started battling in the realm of mortals and con-
suming mortals for advantage over their opponent. Will your daemonic minion
prevail and be the leader of Hell’s march into the land of mortals?

Invasion is a scenario for standard Daemon Dice of individual combat be-
tween daemon gladiators of every shape and daemonish breed. Each player
assembles a daemon using dice representing various body parts and of the same
plastic and ink color. These daemon are then pitted against each other in battle,
all the while consuming mortals that unwillingly wander into the fray.

Setup

• 1 Bag per player containing the dice

• 1 Token per player

• Something to record scores (a large amount of tokens, pen and paper, etc.)

• 1 standard deck of cards

Take Aces through 5 of each suit out of the deck, shuffle these cards together
and place them face down in a 5 x 4 grid. You might want to add another set
of Aces through 5 for every four players in the game. For example, if there are
5 players, there would be two sets. If a sixth player decides to join, another set
would not be added.

Next, players construct their daemon minions from dice of the same color
combinations. They may use a daemon of any size as long as it is at least
13 and every player uses the same amount. Finally, determine turn order by
rolling initiative. This is done by rolling all the dice for your daemon minion
and counting the number of plus and minus dice. If there are any ties, reroll.
The new initiative roll applies to the overall turn order and might result in more
tie rerolls.

Turn Order of Steps

1. Draw dice randomly from the bag to form the dice pool (5 maximum) and
roll them

2. Spend either 1 plus from either your bank or your dice pool to remove a
stun effect.

3. You may spend 1 plus or 1 minus die to:
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(a) Move and, if you are alone at the card and it is face down, flip the
card face up and spend any amount of minus dice up to the maximum
for the face of the card to feast on mortals (see below). Aces are 1.

(b) Move and, if you are not alone at the card, you must fight one player
there.

(c) Alternatively, if you are already at the same card as a player, attack
the player.

4. After all actions are resolved, you may do one of the following banking
actions:

(a) Bank 1 die (up to 3).

(b) Place 1 die from your bank into the bag.

(c) Exchange one die from the dice pool with one die in the bank.

5. End your turn.

The Bag

The dice bag represents the possible actions that your daemon minion might
take in the future. When dice are spent or discarded, they are returned to
the bag. Before dice are drawn from the bag, the bag is shaken to add some
randomness.

Combat

The current player selects 1 damage dealing die and any accompanying dice
as rules allow and the defender chooses one or more die capable of defending
against the attack, including any accompanying dice. If there is any excess
damage, the defender chooses that number of dice either stunning or wounding
the dice. If the die is wounded, remove it from play. If the die is stunned, set it
aside. If no dice in play are unstunned, wound one die and remove it from play.

Repeat the process by switching off attacker and defender until either player
has no more attack dice.

At any time, a player may retreat from combat by spending one plus die.
All dice used in combat must be in play, not stunned, and part of the player’s

bank or dice pool.

Attack Types

There are two special attack types: ray and sweep. Ray attacks may only be
defended by dodge dice. Sweep may only be defended by deflect dice.
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Stun

If a die is stunned, set it aside. If it is stunned again, it is removed from play.
To remove the stun effect, spend 1 plus or minus die or successfully do damage
with a mouth die.

Grappling

If a die is applied that has grappling rules, discard to force a player to discard
one die in play, whether it is in the bank or in the dice pool.

Banking

A player may move dice in and out of the bank. When they do, they must keep
the face rolled during turn set up. This means if a plus result is rolled on a die
and that die is moved to the bank, it must retain that exact face until spent.
Once spent, it returns to the bag.

Feasting on Mortals

A minus die may be spent to consume one mortal per die. This goes towards
the victory as explained below. Take one token once a mortal is consumed to
denote the action. The maximum that may be spent in this way is equal to the
face up value of the card with Aces equal to 1. Once done feasting on mortals,
no other player may feast upon them at that grid spot. If no mortals were
feasted upon, the card is flipped face down and other players may attempt to
feast upon mortals in that grid spot.

Leaving the Game

A player leaves the invasion the moment there are not any dice on the table in
play and no dice in the dice bag. Once this happens, the player must put all
their dice back into the bag and patiently wait until another player wins.

Victory

The game ends when all cards are flipped over or there are no other daemonic
minions remaining. If all cards are flipped over, the player with the highest
amount of mortals feasted upon wins.

The Symbols

Just like standard Daemon Dice, there are seven symbols and body part sym-
bols. They use the same icons but are modified to fit into this scenario. The
scenario assumes basic familiarity of the icons associated with the symbols and
are therefore not included.
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The Seven Symbols

There are seven symbols that effectively tell your daemon minion what to do
during their turn.

• Block is used to defend against an attack other than ray or sweep. This
will subtract one from the attacking damage.

• Deflect is used to defend any type of attack.

• Dodge is used to defend against an attack that is ray or sweep. This will
subtract one from the attacking damage.

• Minus counts as one point of initiative at the beginning of the game.
Afterwards, it is used to feast upon any mortals or for movement through
the grid.

• Plus counts as one point of initiative at the beginning of the game. Af-
terwards, it is used for movement through the grid or to remove a stun
effect.

• Stun is used to make an attack that does one stun damage. If a die in
play is already stunned, it is now wounded and removed from play.

• Wound is used to make an attack that does one wound damage. If
wounded, the die is removed from play.

Body Part Symbols

These symbols represent the body parts of your daemon minion.

• Arm can be used to deflect an attack or do 1 point of stun damage.

• Brain makes the attack targets, which means all damage is the attackers
choice once damage is resolved.

• Eye deals 2 points of ray damage to the opponent.

• Leg is an attack that does two stun damage.

• Lungs exhale a gas that reduces the defense by 1 point.

• Mouth is an attack that does 1 point of stun damage. If successful,
remove the stun effect from 1 die.

• Pincer is an attack that does 1 wound damage

• Shell is a die used to deflect one attack.

• Spike adds 1 point of wound to any body part attack other than lungs or
brain.
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• Stinger adds 1 stun damage to a body part attack. If the attack is not
successfully defended, the defender suffers an additional wound damage.

• Tail does 2 points of sweep damage.

• Tentacle grabs one die. See the ”Grappling” section.

• Wings provide 2 points of either dodge or deflect, depending on what is
necessary.

Optional: Kinds of Daemon Minions

In the chapter on Kinds of Daemon Minions, there are optional rules that may
be used in the Arena scenario.
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Kinds of Daemon Minions

Every daemon minion has a kind. These define what abilities they have and are
optional rules. Each kind is defined by the plastic and ink colors of their dice,
which is denoted with plastic first and ink second. There may not be mixing of
colors in these scenarios unless otherwise specified.

Blood (red, black)

Whenever a blood daemon minion wounds a die, it removes one stun effect,
which can be in addition to the effects from mouth.

Death (black, yellow)

Once per combat, a death daemon minion may reduce an attack or defense by
one point.

Fester (yellow, red)

For every 1 point of wounds received by the fester daemon minion, the attacker
receives one point of stun.

Fire (red, yellow)

Once per combat, a fire daemon minion may convert one point of undefended
stun damage to one wound damage.

Frost (blue, yellow)

Once per combat, a frost daemon minion may convert one point of undefended
wound damage to one point of stun damage.

Rot (black, red)

Once per combat, a rot daemon minion may convert one stunned die into a
wound.

Stench (yellow, black)

Once per combat, a stench daemon minion may inflict one point of stun damage
on the opponent as their attack action. This may not be defended.

Wraith (blue, red)

Once per combat, a wraith daemon minion may avoid one combat die, regardless
of the effect. If there are multiple dice in the attack, only one may be avoided.
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